WEB SHOW LAUNCHES CAMPAIGN TO FUND BIG STORies at season close
We’re nearing the end of our first season, and we’re asking for our fans--new and old--to be
a part of our last two episodes through IndieGoGo! Fans previously joined this journey through
two successfully funded campaigns to help us create the story of Ben Little and his friends.
Each time these backers help us create a show that’s
bringing joy to an ever-growing fan base.

OUR GOALS
We’ll be mounting our largest story on an ultra-low
budget of $7,500 per episode. That’ll cover a five
person crew, insurance, permits, and equipment. With
these funds we’ll be staging a heist episode that ends
Campaign link
in a chain reaction of mayhem. In our finale, Episode 6, http://igg.me/at/togetherbuildsbetter/x/171481
we will have an extravagant sequence in Ben Little’s web
series, which he is premiering.

REWARDS
We’re introducing some great perks for all levels. Fans can get a credit on our website for a
small contribution of $5. Our best offer at $50 includes an innovative perk where cast members will create personalized Vine videos for backers. For larger contributions, backers can join
us on set via Skype, get producer credits on both episodes, or even get a flight to Los Angeles for our premier party ($2,000 level.)

GUEST STARS
During our campaign we’ll be releasing the names of guest stars who share fandoms with
Buffering. Episodes 5 & 6 will feature four new guest stars in the roles of a charismatic agent,
a nerdy production designer, and Ben Little’s upstairs neighbors. More to come as things develop!
Buffering’s Plot
Buffering... is the story of Ben Little (Curt Mega), a guy who fell from being kinda famous to unbearably a nobody. To prove that
he’s still talented, he’ll do what every ambitious actor does: make a web series. It’s not easy making a web series, especially when
you’re broke, depressed, and uninspired. Luckily, he has some dysfunctional friends to ruin his flimsy plan. Our story is about a few
people doing the best they can to put something together if only they can come together. Until then, everything’s buffering...
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